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Certificate of Authenticity
This certifies that the print, Diné Sky, is an authentic, limited edition, giclée print made
from an original digital file created by Centric Photo Processing, Tucson, Arizona, and
signed by the artist.
This 24” by 18” print is an Artist Proof in an edition size of 100. There are 2 artist proofs
and 1 printer proof (swatch) in this edition. This edition was consigned in 2017. This
Artist Proof was printed and signed by the artist in 2019. No more than 100 numbered
prints will be issued in this size.
This giclée print was made by Canvas Giclée Printing, Carolina Beach, North Carolina.
Each giclée is a museum-quality piece of art that is gallery-wrapped. It was printed using
an Epson SureColor S80600 Printer with UltraChrome GS3 HD archival inks on satin
finish Urth canvas (archival certified) by Breathing Color. The print was meticulously
matched to the digital image in a cooperative effort by Victor Steven Rosenberg and
Canvas Giclée Printing to attain a print that faithfully captures the essence of the original.
The stretcher frames are made from solid poplar wood.
This giclée print is museum quality. With proper care and handling, it is designed to last
100+ years without fading or peeling when displayed indoors. The inks are lightfast, and
can withstand exposure to direct sun light and will resist fading. The canvas has a built in
coating which makes it moisture and UV protected, and abrasion resistant.
The sole copyright of the original art is retained by the artist. Any unauthorized
reproduction is in violation of U.S. copyright law. The ARTMOI ID# is 736-E71-9Z1.

Diné Sky © 1990’s by Victor Steven Rosenberg. All rights reserved.
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